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v semester B.sc. Degree (cBCSS-Reg./sup./rmp.) Examination,
November ZAfi

(2014 Admn. Onwards)
CORE COURSE IN CHEMISTRY

5810 CHE : Physical Ghemistry - tt

SECTION _ A

Answeraltquestions, Each question carries one mark

1. What is the function of an emulsifier ?

2. What is meant by inversion temperature ?

3. Give examples for homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibrium.

4. What are closed and isolated systems ? (1x4=4)

SECTION - B

Answerany seven questions. Each question carries2 marks.

5. Write BET equation and explain the terms.

6. Five moles of H! were heated a1717 K in a sealed 2L bulb. At equilibrium itwas
found lhat 20% of Hl had dissociated by that time. Calculate the equilibrium
constant. 2HI + H, + l,

7. All the four phases of sulphur cannot coexist in equilibrium under any condition.
why ?

8. What are protective colloids ? Give examples.

9. Explain the term efflorescence.

10, Explain Joule Thornson effect. Mention one application of it.
P.T.O.
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1 1. Calculate the amount of heat supplied to carnots cycle rniorking between 100" C

and 20" C, if the maximurn work done by the system is 900 J.

12. Distinguish between Chemisorptions and Physisorption.

13.Stateandexplainzerothlawofthermodynamics.

14. How is standard free energy change related to equilibrium constant ? (7x2=14)

SECTION - C

Ansyer any four questions. Each question carries 3 marks.

15. One mole of an ideal gas expands isotherrnally at 300 K from a volume of 10 dm

to 20 dm against constant external pressure of 1 atm. Calculate A U, A H, q and

w for the process.

16. Derivethe relation between Kp and Kc.

17. Explain the term electricaldouble layer.

18. Distinguish between triple point and eutectic point with suitable examples.

19. Discuss the sulPhur: sYstem.

' ZO. State and explain first law of thermodynamics. Show that the change in internal

energy is equalto heat added at constantvolume. (3x4=12)

SECTION - D

Answerany twoquestions. Each question carries5 marks.,.

21. Derive Clausius Claperon equation. What are its apptications ?

22, Discuss the properties of colloids

23. Derive phase rule. Explain briefly the phase diagram of ferric chloride water

system.

. Z4l Derive an expression for the Gibbs free energy in a reversible isothermal process.

What are the Criterion forspontaneity ? (5x2=10) -
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Answer all the 4 questions. Each carries 1 mark :

1. Define collision diameter.

2. Write the miller indices of crystal planes which cut through the crystal axes at

3. What is compressibility factor ?

4. How does the conductivity of a superconductor vary with temperature ? (4x1=41

SECTION - B

Short answer type. Each carries 2 marks. Answer any 7 questions :

, 5. Explain the terms Joule Thompson effect and inversion temperature.

6. Differentiate between paramagnetism and ferromagnetism

7. Explain Hall Effect.

8. Arrive at the units of 'a' and 'b' using Vander Waal's equation.

9. The RMS velocity of hydrogen gas at 0"C is 1 .84 x 103 ms-1. Calculate its

average velocity and most probable velocity at 0'C.

10. Differentiate between fluorite and antifluorite structure. Give example for each.

11. What is Bragg's rotating crystal method ?

12. What do you mean by constant boiling mixture ? Give an example,

10. Using the principle of equipartition of energy, estimate the energy of H, and

UrO at room temperature, assuming that allthe degrees of freedom are excited

anO contribute towards the energy of the molecules

14. Explain the phenomenon of osmosis. V-rXlL
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SECTION _ A

Answerall questions. Each question carries one mark,

1. What is meant by diagona! relationship ?

2. What are pseudohalogens ? Give examples.

3. Give a method forthe preparation of diborane.

r 4. List anyfour oxoacids of halogens. (1x4=4)

SECTION - B

Answeran)r seven questions. Each question carries2 marks.

5. The ionization energies of C, N, O follow the order C < N > O. Give reason.

6. The hydroxides of group ll metats are less basic than those of group l. Why ?

7. Give the hybridisation and geometry of XeOFo

8. What are the minerals of Li ? Explain the principle of extraction of Lithium,

9. What are silicones ? How are they useful ?

10. Give the preparation and structure of B+Hro.

P.T.O.
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11. How is silicon carbide prepared ? Explain its use.

12. What are the factors influencing electronegativity ?

13. BCIB is monomeric while AlCl3 is trimeric. Why ?

14. How are krypton fluorides prepared ? (7x2=14)

SECTION - C

Answerany 4questions. Each question carries3 marks.

15. How are silicates classified ?

16. What are the properties of solutions of alkalimetals in liquid ammonia ?

17. Write a note on the use of noble gases.

18. Give the preparation of any three oxo acids of sulphur

19. Show that ferrocene is more aromatic than benzene.

20, Explain the structures of lCl, IBr, and lFr. (3x4=12)

SECTION - D

Answerany 2 questions. Eaeh question carries S marks.

21. Discuss the general properties of transition metals.

22. Givean account of phosphorous based polymers.

23. a) What are cron/n ethers and cryptates ?

b) Discuss the classification and preparation of different types of hydrides.

24. Give the preparation and structures of (a) Fecou (b) Fercoe (c) Nicoo
(d) MnCOu. a 

(Sx2=10)
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SECTION - A

Answerallquestions. Choose the correct answer. Each bunch of questions carries

1. l) write the IuPAC name of cH, = 3, {r- C*, - oH J
a) Pentanol b) Butane2-ol c) But-4-ene-1-ol d) Noneof these

ll) Dehydration of alcohol gives

a) Alkane O) Glycols c) Aldehydes d) Acids

' lll) Catalytic reduction of benzene gives

a) Benzyne b) CYclohexane

c) Cyclo pentane d) Alkane

lV) Monohydroxy naphthalene are called

a) Naphthol b) Anthrol c) Glycol d) Noneof these

2. l) Carbene is represented by

a) :CH, b) CH2+ c) CH, d) CH2-

ll) ldentify the least stable carbanion

a) CuHsCHi b) (CHs)sC- c) CCl. d) CHs*

lll) Electrophiles are

a) Lewis acid b) Lewis base

c) Amphotericsubstance d) Noneof these

P.T.O.
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lV) Which of the following is an example for elimination reaction ?

a) chlorination of cHo b) Dehydration of ethanol

c) Nitration of benzene d) Hydration of ethylene

3. l) Nitro grouP is

a) Ortho directing b) Para directing

c)orthoandparadirectingd)Meta,directing
ll) No. of r -electrons present in benzene

a)6 b)3 c)5 d)4

lll) Huckel's rule of aromaticity is

a) 4n rule b) 4n+2 rule c) 4n+3 rule d) 4+n rule

lV) 2-Pentanone on react with 12 gives

a) lodoform b) Bromoform c) Alcohol d) Aldehyde

4. l) Ethyl chloride is prepared from ethanol by using

a)Chloroformb)Acetonec)Hcld)HClo4
ll) A carbon atom which is bonded to four different groups is called

a) Chiralcarbon b) Active carbon

c) Carbonmolecules d) None-of these

, lll) Which one of the following will not show optical isomerism ?

a) Lactic acid b) Maleic acid c) Fumeric acid d) Alanin

lV) An isomer of ethanol is

a) Methanol b) DimethYlether

c) Diethylether d) Ethyleneglycol (4x1=4)

SECTION - B

Answerany five questions. Each carries a weightagd of 1 .

5. Definb the term functional group with an example'

6. What is Diels Alder reaction ?

7. What are carbonium ions ? Give one example'

L Write haloform reaction.

-2-
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SECTION- A

Answerall questions. Each question carries one mark.

1. Crystal field sptitting in tetrahedral complexes are lower than that of octahedral

complexes. Why ?

2. What is meant by hydrometallurgy ?

' 3. Give one example for coordination isomerism

4. Nametwo Zn containing enzymes. (1x4=4)

SECTION- B

Answerany seven questions. Each question carries2 marks.

5. What is meant by spectrochemical series ?

6. Give anytwo methods for corrosion control.

7. Explain the froath flotation process.

8. What is the role of Ca in biological systems ?

9. Explain the toxic effects of As and Cd.

P.T.O.
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10. How is stepwise and overall stability constants related ?

11. Aquous solution of Tis ion is purple in colour. Explain.

12. compare the electronic spectra of lanthanides and actinides.

. 13." What are active and passive transport ?

14. Calculate the EAN of

a) NiCOo b) tFe (H2O)6131

SECTION -C
Answerany 4questions. Each question carriesS marks.

15. What are trans uranic elements ? How are they prepared ?

16. Discuss the geometrical isomerism in octahedrarcomprexes.

17. Explain the extraction of Cu.

18. Explain the separation of lanthanides by ion exchange method.

19. Mention the factors atfecting crystalfield splitting.

20. Explain the biologicalnitrogen fixation.
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Qx2=14)

(3x4=12)

SECTION - D

Answerany 2 questions. Each question carries5 marks.

2'1. Explain the application of complexes in qualitative and quantitative analysis.

22. Gtve an account of various functions of Na and K and Mg in biological systems.

23. a) Discuss the electrochemicaltheory of corrosion.

b) What are the methods for preventing corrosion ?

24. a'1 What are the postulates of crystal field theory ?

b) Draw the crysta! field splitting in the following complexes. [Co(NH.)ue, [MnClo]2.

(5x2=10)
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' lnstruction: Answ'eraltquestions ir,t English only-

SECTION _A

Objective type. Each carries 1 mark. Ansrnrer all 4 questions.

1, Give the ll.JPAC names of the folloiving :

a) CHTCH2COCH2CI{C

b) cH3cH(c3H7)cH3

2. Write the structural formuta of the folloviring :
I

a) S-chloroPent-1-Yne

b) Pent-4-en-1-ol

3. What is the product orbtained when Elycerol is treated with KHSQq?

4. Explain any acetic acid is weaker than formic acid. (4x1:=4)

SECTION _ B

Short answer type. Eactr carries 2 marks. Answer 7 questions out of 10.

5. Give a method for the preparation of 1 , 2 dihalides from acetylene.

6. o-nitro phenol has a lower boiling point than phenol. why ?

7.WhatiscatechoI?Giveonemethodfonitspreparation.

L How is phenolsynthesized from cumene ?
P.'r.o.
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g. What is the product of hydration of 26s{,ylene ? Give equation.

10. How is anthracene prepared from benzylchloride ?

11. Explain Kharasch efferct with a suitable example.

12. How is tertiary butyl alcoholprepared using CHrMgBr ?

13. How is CH3COCH, differentiated from CH'CH2COCH2CH. ?

14. What are the products formed when glycerol is oxidised with (a) nitric acid
(b) acid KMnOo. (7x2=1141

SECTIISN - C
Short essay/problem type. Each carries 3 nrarks. Answer4 questions out of 6.

15. Give any two synthetic routes to cycloalkanes.

16. Why is 1, 3-butadiene more stable than 1, 4-pentadiene ?

17. Compare.the acid strength of o-, ffi-, p- nitrophenols.

18. Give the mechanism of pinacol pinacolone rearrangement.

19. Outline one method each for the ascent and descent in 1" alcoholic series.

20. Which is the major productformed when 2-iodopentane is treated with sodiurn
methoxide ? Explain. (4x3='tr2)

SECTION - D
Long essay type.Each carries 5 marks. Answer2 questions out of 4.

21. Outline the synthesis of glycerolfrom fats/oils. How does it react with (a) Hl and
(b) HNO3 ?

22. Whalare carbocations ? Discuss the formation structure and factors that govern
the stability of these intermediates.

23. Discuss the mechanis;m, kinetics and stereochemistry of Sn1 and Sn2 reacticns
of alkyl halides.

24. a) Outline Haworth slrnthesis of naphthialene.

b) Discuss the 1,2 and 1 , 4 addition to 1, 3-butadiene.

c) Explain Fries rearrangement with a suitable example. (2x5='110)


